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Mexico: Trump Gives MXN One in the Chin 

 President Trump imposed Economic Emergency tariffs on all Mexican 

goods as a pressure mechanism to force Mexico to stem the flow of 

immigration north. 

 MXN immediately sold off 2%, and major uncertainty remains on how 

this situation will unfold. 

Things seemed to be running relatively smoothly on the USMCA ratification front, 

following the US’ withdrawal of tariffs on steel & aluminum vs Canada and Mexico. 

The main question, was whether the US government would be able to secure the 

backing of the Democrats in Congress to ratify the deal, especially with 

Presidential elections looming next year. However, overall, trade in North America 

seemed to be enjoying clear sailing, as markets just saw the risk of a delay on the 

ratification, not a blow up of the deal. In fact, yesterday morning, the Mexican 

government had submitted the deal to the Senate for ratification, Canada also 

started the ratification process earlier this week as did the USTR yesterday in the 

US… then it all got more complicated. 

Last night, US announced the President is invoking the powers granted by the 

International Emergency Economic Powers Act to impose tariffs on all goods 

imported from Mexico. This tariff is being justified on the basis of being a pressure 

mechanism on Mexico to force it to stem the flow of migrants going into the US. 

Starting June 10th, the United States said it will impose a 5 percent Tariff on all 

goods imported from Mexico. If the US considers Mexico has not been successful 

at stemming the tide of immigration flowing North, this tariff will increase to 10% 

on July 1st, to 15% on August 1st, 20% on September 1st, and 25% on October 1st. 

Tariffs would then remain at 25% until the issue is resolved. Given this is a tariff, 

and not a VAT tax, it would be applied every time a good or part crosses the 

border, which for a supply chain as integrated as North America’s, could be 

disastrous.  

The impact on MXN has been an immediate depreciation of over 2%, and given 

the high uncertainty, we expect volatility to remain high. At this stage, there are 

several important questions: 

 Is this measure a tactic by the US President to pressure the Democrats  in 

Congress to ratify USMCA? 

 Is President Trump willing to follow up by invoking article 2205 of NAFTA (the 

“exit article”) if the Democrats in Congress remain reluctant to ratify the deal? 

A key question will be how the Democrats respond. Our sense is that the most 

logical strategy for them is to sit back and watch the show. If the tariff issue keeps 

escalating, US equities are likely to suffer along with MXN, which is likely to be a 

negative shock for President Trump’s popularity. At that point, we’ll see whether 

the US checks and balances force the President to reconsider the measure, or if 

the President is willing to double down, and invoke article 2205 of NAFTA, and 

start the count-down for withdrawal. 
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